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Summary.
In the course of spatial economic research, input-output specifications were regularly encountered; a number of
them are reviewed, and recent extensions analysed. Moreover, isomorphic concepts can be derived; in particular
location elasticities are taken up, with a resulting multiregional growth model.
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1.Introduction.
Input-output analysis is all-pervasive; in [67] (figures in brackets refer to the list of references, section 5), a study
dedicated to Wassily Leontief, he was quoted as saying : "Dependence and independence, hierarchy and circularity
(or multiregional dependence ) are the four basic concepts of structural analysis", and this could already be a
sufficient argument.
In fact, focusing this review on spatial applications of input-output analysis, there are more reasons that could be
involved, and the next sections will argue this from different angles of incidence.
Those sections are organised in two parts. A first part relates to - classical and less classical - applications of inputoutput analysis at the spatial - regional and urban - level; a second part treats some more distant applications,
including isomorphic concepts that could be seen as complementary to input-output analysis proper, and in fact
include its workings.
One will not dwell here on non-spatial studies in which the input-output framework was encountered ([9], [24], [26],
[27], [28], [29], [30]), nor on general introductions to spatial input-output analysis ([e.g. in [42]) or on related but
for the analysis to follow not immediately relevant studies ([8], [31], [36]); for the sake of completeness, a recent
series of specialised studies ([11]) should not be omitted from mentioning.

2. Input-output analysis proper.
In what follows a certain number of applications of spatialised input-output analysis will be presented, and some of
them will be given more recent extensions; for the sake of clarity, all parameters and coefficients are assumed to be
strictly positive, unless otherwise stated..

2.1. Exploration, impact, simulation.
In the sixties, regional development problems attracted great attention; different types of regional inequalities were
analysed (declining, mostly old industrial regions; traditionally stagnating regions; peripheral regions, i.a. border
regions, [34]) and the problem was raised how to prepare them for a (new) take-off.
One possibility to solve that problem was to use input-output analysis to explore the impacts of certain - often new lines of activity, "filières' as the french term for this concept is; references are [7], [32] and [49]. The technique used,
a reverse one, was in fact relatively simple : it consisted in removing a sector from an input-output table, and
replacing its deliveries by imports, all other things being equal (though refinements, like adapting local final
demand, were also introduced). In the Liège region, an old industrial region in Belgium, metal working was directly
and indirectly good for nearly 50% of total value added, which showed the one-sided structure of the region; to the
contrary, chemicals contributed for only less than 8%. The main criticism raised against this type of exploration was
its global character - one will come back to this point -, plus the hypothesis that supply of primary factors would be
sufficiently elastic to adapt to a radically new situation, even in the longer run.
A variant on this method consisted in breaking down the impacts of a cluster of local activities - call it an industrial
complex - on the global workings of the local economy ([33], [37], [68]). The derivation is as follows, 1 being the
index of the complex, 2 that of all other activities, the vectors and matrices being the usual symbols of input-output
analysis :
q1 = A11 A12 q1 + f1
q2 A21 A22 q2 f2

(1)

q1 = [I - A11 - A12 (I - A22)-1A21]-1[f1 + A12(I - A22)-1f2]
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(2)

hence :

The average decomposition of q1 is given by table 1 hereafter.

Tablr 1 : decomposition of impacts on an industrial complex

Entries

%

intraregional final deliveries
exports
impact of final demand for other sectors' products
effect of the complex's own multiplier matrix
effect of its insertion in the rest of the local economy

1.27
82.62
3.00
9.00
4.11

A marginal variant of the two methods just described analyses the effects of differential increases , e.g. in
intermediate deliveries ([45], pp.199-208). The impact on the regional product of an increase in regional deliveries
- at the expense, this time, of imports - of activity i to activity j has been computed as :
-1
∂r/∂xij = v'Cijf [(bj+aijcij,j)'f]

(3)

where :
* Cij = ∂B/∂aij;
* B = (I - A)-1;
* bj' = j-th row of B;
* cij,j' = j-th row of Cij;
* v = value added coefficients;
* f = final demand.
The result of the analysis - applied to a Spanish province - was that the multipliers of intermediate demand can reach
much higher values than those of final demand, for which the maximum is 1; a multiplier as high as 13.5 was
computed. Such multipliers can be obtained, either from the observed (partial) input coefficients, or from the
maximum (technical coefficients proper) values.
Focusing now on the planning aspect of the regional development problem, input-output relations are taken into
account in setting up a mathematical programming model for deriving a minimal investment (I) viable industrial
complex, in the sense that all the activities present are minimally profitable ([39]).
The program is specified as follows :
ai

s.t., ∀i,

ai

min I = ∑i p*i (Iio/Qio ) Qi xi

(4)
bi

bi

pi Qi xi - ∑j≠i pj aji exp(-aji Qj xj) Qi xi - wi (Lio/ Qio ) Qi xi
ai

ai

ai

ai

- ri p*i (Iio/ Qio ) Qi xi ≥ πi p*i (Iio/ Qio ) Qi xi

(5)

Qi xi ≥ Qio

(6)

2

xi = xi

(7)
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∑i xi ≥ 1

(8)

with :
* Qi : production level of plant i;
* Ii : investment in plant i;
* aji : input coefficient of product j into production of i;
* pi : unit price of product i, net of intermediate products not considered for the industrial complex;
* p*i : unit price of investment in plant i;
* wi : unit wage in production i;
* ri : unit period depreciation rate for investment i;
* πi : desired unit period profitability rate for activity i.
ai

ai

bi

bi

The expressions (Iio/ Qio ) Qi and (Lio/ Qio ) Qi , 0 ≤ ai, bi ≤ 1, are derived from technological production
functions with scale economies; the exponential function reflects local externalities.
As such the problem boils down to a mixed integer-continuous geometric program, a solution method being
presented in the article quoted. The method can be used, either to build up an industrial complex from scratch, or to
complement an already - loosely integrated - "pseudo" industrial complex as referred to above.
It should finally be noted that if public authorities start launching several of those programs, problems of
consistency will creep up ([12], [13], [38[, [41]); we will come back to this point further down.
In order to gain more insight in the interlinkages of the input-output economy, the following method was developed
recently ([63], [64]). One first defines a "club" as a series of activities with high degrees of interlinkages, e.g. of the
input-output type; the general idea then is to extract from an input-output table a series of clubs with each time
maximal total interlinkages.
The mathematical program can be written as :
∆

max ϕ = vec(A')'x
x

(9)

subject to :
Jx ≤ i

(10)

^

(11)

xx = x
with :

* vec(A') : the vectorialisation of the transpose of A, diagonal elements omitted, of order n(n-1)* 1, n being the
order of A;
^

* x : a vector, equally of dimension n (n-1)* 1, of binary variables [conditions (11), where x is the diagonal matrix
constructed from x];
* conditions (10) : weakened assignment conditions, matrix J beingt binary and of order 2n* n(n-1); if the weak
inequalities were to be replaced by equalities, exactly n directed relations would be selected, each sector appearing
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twice; relaxation so allows of generating incomplete clubs.
Once the solution to the mathematical program has been obtained, one has generated a first club with maximal
internal cohesion, here total mutual deliveries; one then cancels the corresponding entries of A, leading up to a
matrix A* to be treated in the same manner, and so on until all the entries have been exhausted..
The method was applied to a 10* 10 input-output matrix for the United Kingdom in 1950 (source : [66], p.33); the
results were as follows.
Only the first three rounds produced at least one club, the very first round a complete set of three clubs; those rounds
together accounted for respectively 40.60%, 18.34% and 11.62% of the total flows. Here are the clubs generated :
* round 1 : a. agriculture, forestry, fishing => food, drink, tobacco => agriculture, forestry, fishing;
b. mining, quarrying => gas, electricity,water => chemicals, allied trades => textiles, leather, clothing =>
other manufacturing => building , contracting => mining, quarrying;
c. metals, engineering, vehicles => other production, trade => metals, engineering, vehicles.
* round 2 : agriculture, forestry, fishing => textiles, leather, clothing => mining, quarrying => chemicals, allied
trades => agriculture, forestry, fishing.
* round 3 : mining, quarrying => textiles, leather, clothing => chemicals, allied trades => metals, engineering,
vehicles => mining, quarrying.
Round 1,a obviously reproduces the agricultural food cycle, round 1,b evidently centers around chemical
production, while round 1,c pictures the metalworking complex. Rounds 2 and 3 refer to more involved
technologies, but the level of aggregation is to high to allow to disentangle them correctly. Anyhow, the above
mentioned "filières" are clearly present.

2.2. Supply effects.
In the previous section local externalities have been mentioned; in Weberian location theory they are held - partly responsible for the locational decisions of potential investors. It is well-known that input-output anlysis proper is
demand-oriented, but in spatial applications supply effects should not be absent from modelling; a possible
specification could be the following one ([40], [44]).
Start from the input-output (“pull”)-model for all sectors :
(12)

q=Aq+f+e

where f is regional final demand, and e net exports; a “push” equation can now bespecified as :
^

~

q = b-1 A’ q

(13)

~

where A is the matrix of intermediate allocation coefficients.
^

(12) and (13) can be combined linearly by a diagonal weighing-matrix λ to be applied to (13); a reasonable
assumption is that :
~

λ= Ai

(14)

hence, defining :
^ ∆

^

µ=I-λ

(15)

there comes :
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^

^

^

^ ^

~

q = µ A q + µ f + µ e + λ b-1 A’ q

(16)

Consider now f; in part it will be demand-pulled :
f = α v’ q

(17)

where α is a vector of consumption propensities and, as already defined above, v’ = i’(I-A). As to the push-effect,
it can be specified as :
^

f=ϕq

(18)

^

where ϕ is the diagonal matrix of the interior final demand allocation coefficients. If we combine (17) and (18)
linearly, the weights for (18) could be reasonbly put equal to ϕ, those for (17) to i - ϕ. A same argument applies to e
with weighing-vector ψ.
Inserting these developments in (16) allows of writing finally that :
(19)

q=Qq
a system of homogeneous equations in q.

Splitting up q into q1 and q2, and Q comformably into Q11, Q12, Q21 and Q22, one can express the impacting effects
symmetrically as :
q1 = (I – Q11)-1Q12q2*

(20)

q2 = (I – Q22)-1Q21q1*

(21)

and :

where q2* and q1* are taken alternatively as exogenous, so mutual push-and-pull impacts can also be computed. The
relevant partial coefficients are of course those of the matrices (I – Q11)-1Q12 and (I – Q22)-1Q21.
It should be noted that all the parameters can be derived from a standard input-output table; possible applications are
the computation of impacting effects of transportation sectors ([47], [48], [65]).

2.3. Input-output and spatial econometrics.
As input-output analysis has been combined with macro-economic modelling, so has it been combined with spatial
econometrics.
Let it be recalled ([2], [13]) that the latter discipline is characterised by five features or principles :
* spatial interdependence of endogenous variables;
* spatial heterogeneity and asymmetry;
* "allotopy", or the presence at a distance of exogenous explanatory variables;
* ex-ante non-linearity with possible ex-post linearity;
* presence of topological variables : distances already mentioned, coordinates, densities,...
In [1] the spatial econometrics of an interregional model has been presented, the so-called European FLEUR-model
7

(Factors of Location in EURope). To quote an important passage from that study, pp.231-232 : " Regions cannot be
regarded as closed systems, nor is sectoral growth an isolated phenomenon; spatial interaction is not an intraregional mechanism. Indeed, both input and output markets of most modern industrial sectors are spatially dispersed
far beyond the frontiers of the region where the industries are settled, and industrial technologies are also
interdependent beyond regional borders. Industries may settle in a given region not because that region itself is so
attractive, but because it is next to an important market area for their products that is too congested to admit new
firms. Or a region may be chosen as a spatial compromise between various contiguous regions of which one offers
an output market, the second offers access to primary inputs, the third offers ancillary services, and so on.
Obviously, such interregional effects are very important elements to include, at least implicitly, in the model."
On the basis of those elements, an estimable dynamic function was specified, input-output playing an essential part
in estimating the demand and supply variables that would act as locational factors. Applying the third principle
mentioned above, those estimates were "potentialised", in other words they were "discounted' over space with the
help of an appropriate spatial decay function. Here follow both specifications.
The dynamic sectoral function was specified with a double error correction :
o

o

∆'yt = α(y t - yt) + β(∆'y t - ∆'yt)

(22)
o

where yt is the natural logarithm of a non-linear transform of the activity indicator, y t a log-linear function of the
o
locational factors - the equilibrium values -, all variables at time t. The function y t includes potentialised values of
relevant demand and supply variables, the flexible decay function being ;
-1

frs(drs) = exp(1-γ*)[ln(1+γ drs) + γ*](γdrs + 1)

(23)

with :
∆

-1

γ* = γ (1+γ)

(24)

γ≥0

(25)

where drs is an appropriate distance measure between regions r and s.
Apart from the usual projection exercises, the estimated equations were also put to two other applications which
deserve to be mentioned.
The first one was a classification of European regions in two sets : less and more developed regions; the model
rested indeed on a preliminary discriminant specification ([46], p.169).
The second was a complementation of the econometric model, in a simplified version, with a mathematical
programming exercise. The general idea was to devise a minimal investment program (recall the industrial complex
programming model of section 2.1) for the less developed regions, such as to guarantee all of them to reach at least
a critical "threshold level", in terms of their endowment with locational factors, a level in fact which separated those
less developed regions from the more developed ones. To that effect, investment funds could - over two long term
periods - be channeled to five types of policy instruments : improving infrastructure, adding to the industrial base,
extend the availability of services, use financial stimuli, or enhance urban externalities.
Some interesting findings were the following ([46], pp.176-177). Improvement of accessibility, through bettering of
the outbound infrastructure, in concordance with its long term character and relative expensiveness, was generally
applied , and that throughout the two periods. Increasing local supply of industrial products and services was already
more selective, between regions and periods. Financial stimuli had to be applied at rather low levels, and showed a
complementary or accompanying character. Finally urban externalities should only be stimulated in the second
period.
A remarkable hierarchy so presented itself from that first exploratory exercise in multiregional consistent planning,
already hinted at in section 2.1. In fact, there is some spatial logic behind it : accessibility to demand - both
8

intermediate and final - and to supply is an important factor in the workings of spatial markets, and so is the local
activity base in terms of goods and services produced. Once those elements are sufficiently strong, urban
externalities - favouring hi-tec developments, information and communication technoilogies, and the like - come
into play; looking jointly at space and time is an essential requirement for designing consistent, possibly optimal,
multiregional policies.
2.4. General spatial economic equilibrium.
General spatial economic equilibrium will be approached here from the angle of Tinbergen-Bos Systems; those
models were developed in the sixties by the two scholars named, and designed to operationalise Lösch's general
spatial economic equilibrium model, in particular to derive propositions on economic "landscapes" in terms of
clusters of activities ("centres"), a specific combination of clusters being called a "system".
Indeed, if in theory the system of equations characterising a Lösch equilibrium allows of computing locations of
firms, quantities produced and their unit factory prices, market areas and boundaries, no specific “landscapes” can
theoretically be derived; moreover the problem itself is in principle of a non-linear mixed continuous-discrete
nature, so rather hard to solve. The fundamental idea of Tinbergen-Bos Systems was to simplify the Lösch model to
a linear one without prices, locations and market areas, much along the lines Leontief operationalised Walras' nonspatial equilibrium model.
The original model was implicitly based on a discrete (0-1) metric; Kuiper, Paelinck and Rosing (1990) introduced
a metric on a Manhattan network within what was termed a “Manhattan square” of a given radius r (see figure 1 for
an example with r=1), and in this way Tinbergen-Bos Systems became a special case of a location-allocation
problem ([57]). For more details one is referred to [17], [18], [19], [20], [21], [22], [23],[52], [53], [55], [56] ,[57],
[60] and [61].
Figure 1 : Manhattan circle of radius 1

The equilibrium is computed by minimising, for given unit prices, an objective function derived from consumption
and production coefficients; the composition and location of centres - the "economic landscape" or "system" - are
indeed determined by the minimisation of global transport cost (though this may correspond to profit maximisation
behaviour by individual firms : see [59]), i.e. of a function :
ϕ = w'x

(26)

where x is a vector of the exports of goods and services, and w a vector depending on the distances dij between all
the possible locations i and j (whatever the metric used; in figure 1, i,j=1,...,5; the locations are situated at the center
of each "elementary square", and linked together by a Manhattan network), on unit transportation costs, and on
relative quantities shipped, the latter depending on consumption propensities and technical coefficients in the
following way.
Define :
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ak : propensity to consume product k;
y* : total production value (or value added in the absence of interindustry relations) of the system (exogenous );
aky* : production of sector k.
So, in the absence of interindustry relations, the value transported between sectors k and l equals akaly*,
each firm of sector l demanding akaly*/n*l from sector k, n*l being the number of plants of type l. The total weight
for deliveries between k and l becomes (tk+tl)akaly*, so the relative weights (excluding distances) relating to the
above mentioned flows become :
-1

wkl = (tk+tl)akalnl

(27)

the tk, tl being the unit transportation costs.
In the same vein equation (27) can be generalised to the presence of input-output relations, already studied by Bos,
but fully integrated in [16]; if akl is the input coefficient of k in sector l, and mk the value added - production
multiplier of sector k, then for deliveries between sectors k and l total transportation costs become :
Tkl = [tk(ak+aklml)al + tl(al+alkmk)ak]y*

(28)

How complex the interactions can be is shown by figure 2, which pictures the potential flows between agricultute
(sector 0) and two industrial sectors, sectors 1 and 2 (indices of the flows; the indices inside the squares refer to their
spatial characteristics : agricultural centers 0, centers producing goods 1 or 2, and centers 3 including both types of
production).

Figure 2 :Spatial delivery relations
The next figure (source : [22]) shows how varying elements of function (26) can affect the economic landscape; the
relative weights, w3 /w1 refer to deliveries between industries 1 and 2, on the one hand, activities 1 and 0 on the
other. As equation (27) shows, the causes of those changes may be multiple : changes in transportation costs, in
consumption propensities, in technological data. Crosses refer to activity 1, circlets to activity 2.

Figure 3 :Different economic landscapes on a Manhattan circle of radius 1

3. Extensions.
In what follows, some isomorphic extensions to input-output analysis will be treated; they center arount the concept
of location elasticity.

3.1. Location elasticities.
Location elasticities were first presented in early eighties ([14]) and subsequently nurtured a number of analyses (i.a.
[15], [58]).
The central notion of a location elasticity is that of a relative reaction of a spatialised (regionalised) variable to the
rate of growth of that same variable measured over a reference area (e.g. a country); formally :
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∆

Eir = ∂ ln xir / ∂ ln xi.

(29)

where index i stands for an activity, say, index r for a spatial unit (a region, possibly), x being a given variable
(production, or value added, for instance). The “.”-notation has been carried over from statistics, meaning the
aggregation of the corresponding variable over all the values of the index having been replaced.
Generalising, one can define a spatialised transversal or cross-location elasticity as :
∆

Eijrr = ∂ ln xir / ∂ ln xjr

(30)

and a matrix Err of those elasticities for region r; a generalised model can now be set up as :
ρr = Err ρr + ρ*r

(31)

where ρr is the column-vector of the ρir’s, the regional growth rates of activity i, and ρ*r a column-vector of locally
*
autonomous ρ ir’s, to be expanded further down.
Expression (31) leads to :
ρr = Mrr ρ*r

(32)

where Mrr is now an elasticity matrix multiplier applicable to the elements of ρ*r; the latter can be linked to national
activity growth rates by :
^

ρ*r = er ρi

(33)

One has further that :
ρir = Eir Ei. ρ..

(34)

^

so diagonal matrix er comprises in a sense “residual” elements Eir.
ρi in turn can be expressed as :
ρi = Ei ρi + ρ*i

(35)

ρi= Mi ρ*i

(36)

hence :

and proceeding as for (33), one obtains :
^

ρr = Mrr er Mi ei ρ..

(37)

and from (37) :
^

ρir = (m’ir er) (Mi ei) ρ..

(38)

which should be compared with (34) : in fact the latter expression is a simplification of the multiplier-weighted
expressions in the parentheses of (38), and Eir and Ei. should be considered as already incorporating multiplier
operations. This also suggests an immediate generalisation of (34) to :
ρir = ∑j Ejr Ej. ρ..

(39)
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A multiregional extension of (37) can be envisaged and leads to :
^

~
~
ρ = Mrs es Mi ei ρ..

(40)

where Mi~ ei~ is a repetitive vector of Mi ei from (37) or (38). The vector of total regional growth rates, ρ>, is finally
given by :
^

^

~
~ ~
>
ρ = L Mrs es wi Mi ei

(41)

where L is a matrix displaying the regional location quotients as row-vectors in suitable positions, and wi~ a
(repetitive) diagonal matrix of national activity shares.
The formal, isomorphic, relatedness of the analysis just presented, can easily be seen from the equations. As a first
example take equations (31) which obviously represent an open system; equations (40), on the other hand, can be
transformed into a closed system by expressing ρ.. as :
ρ.. = w'ρ

(42)

where w is a suitable weighting vector. Rewriting (40) as :
ρ = m ρ..

(43)

one obtains the closed system :
(I - m w') ρ = 0

(44)

This purely formal aspect should not let one forget that the whole analysis is based on technological links between
spatialised activities, as has already been said in section 2.3.
The preceding analysis can again be used as a basis for setting up a mathematical program like in section 2.1; this
was done in [58], were the objective function was the national rate of growth of employment, ψ , the instruments
being regional policy, p, sectoral policy, s, and macro-economic policy, m. Table 2 reports the results of the
maximising exercise (source : [58]).

Table 2 : optimal solutions
Variable

Value(s)

p
s
m
ψ

1.25
1.00 or 0
4.1875 or 4.6875
.0685705

One notices the equivalence of two substitutable solutions in s and m, a fact which should get more attention in
applied policy design; the overall result would have been an increase of nearly seven percentage points in the
growth rate of employment.

3.2. Dynamics and growth.
Starting from the notion of location elasticity, a number of dynamic models has been developed ([10], [50], [51]).
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From the FLEUR-model, presented in section 2.3, a remarkable expression can be derived for the equilibrium
(shown by a circlet) share location elasticity for a sector and a region (the sectoral index i will be omitted here for
reasons of simplicity; only the regional index r will be used) :
o
ar

E

-1 o
r

=1-b a

(45)

o

where a r is the regional equilibrium share of region r (for activity i, say), and where b is defined as :
∆

o2

b = ∑s a s , s = 1,...,R

(46)

From (45) and (46), with for the observed ar an error correction specification, one can set up the following dynamic
model, ρ being equivalent to ρ.. of equations (37) and following above, and η the error correction parameter,
0<η<1:
•
o

o

-1

o

a r = ρ a r (1 - b a r)
•

(47)

o

ar = η (a r - ar)
•

(48)
-2

o3

b = 2 ρ b (1 - b ∑sa s )

(49)
o

o

o3

The model has a singular point a r = b, ar = a r, b = +√ ∑a s ; the model converges to that point for ρ > 0 ; for ρ =
0 the shares converge to their initial equilibrium values, and for ρ < 0 the region (or regions) with the highest initial
-1
equilibrium share(s) see their share(s) converge to 1 (or n , n being the multiplicity hinted at).
All this is true for constant locational factors, and even for changing ones, though in the latter case movement would
be sustained; adding a differential correction factor to (48) - as was the case in (22) - would also not impair the
conclusions. Reflecting anew on model (47) through (49), if to the right hand side of (48) one adds a term like
-1 o
o
-θ (1 - b a r), which for small a r would be negative, and for relatively - to η - large θ would dominate the first term;
for ρ > 0, the region concerned would decline first, to grow again in the long term, hence short term concerns for
that type of region. The new term represents in fact preference for spatial externalities present in larger and/or
denser areas, better equipped with locational factors.
So complex but realistic multiregional dynamics can be encompassed in a simple model based on location
elasticities; extension to a multisectoral one is immediate.

4. Conclusions.
Two points should be mentioned to conclude the above scanning of a number of input-output related spatial
analyses.
The first is that the input-output framework - and, more generally, its insertion in a spatialised social accounting
matrix, or a consistent series of them - allows of operationalising approaches to spatial development; such as is the
case of the theory of growth pole sustained development, as exposed in [6], [25], and [35].
The second point is the fact that the overview presented shows a great absentee : a price system. As far as
Tinbergen-Bos Systems are concerned (section 2.4) a first attempt to introduce it has been developed in [62]; an
empirical counterpart would be a spatialised computable general equilibrium model, as presented - but still in a
non-spatialised version - in [3], [4], [5] and [54]. Location elasticities too could be readily generalised, as the
following developments show.
Let xr be a regional quantity variable, pr its unit price, and the same for the referential totals x and p. The "nominal
location elasticity" could then be expressed as :
E*r = d ln prxr / d ln px = d ln pr + d ln xr / d ln p + d ln x
13

(50)

whence :
d ln xr = E*r (d ln p + d ln x ) - d ln pr

(51)

But as d ln xr = Er d ln x there comes :
Er d ln x = E*r (d ln p + d ln x) - d ln pr

(52)

Er (1+ d ln pr / d ln xr) = E*r (1 + d ln p / d ln x)

(53)

or :

so finally :
-1

-1 -1

E*r = Er (1 + εr )(1 + ε )

(54)

wher ε r and ε are respectively the local and referential price elasticities, to be analysed by an appropriate model.
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